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SYNTHESE :

Le code FORMOSA, développé aux Etats-Unis, est un logiciel d'optimisation
des plans de rechargement des réacteurs nucléaires, qui combine la méthode du recuit
simulé (pour l'optimisation) et la théorie des perturbations généralisées (pour une
évaluation rapide des plans).

De récents travaux à la DER ont permis de montrer la possibilité d'utiliser cette
double approche pour prendre en compte de multiples contraintes sur les pics de
puissance dans différentes configurations d'insertion des groupes de régulation de
puissance.

Une contrainte supplémentaire, imposée par les Autorités de Sûreté françaises,
concerne la marge d'anti-réactivité en fin de campagne, qui n'est actuellement pas
prise en compte dans FORMOSA.

Cette note présente la façon dont les algorithmes de FORMOSA ont été utilisés
et adaptés de façon à prendre en compte cette contrainte dans le processus
d'optimisation, ainsi que des premiers résultats encourageants.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

The FORMOSA-P code is a nuclear fuel management optimization package
which combines simulated annealing (SA) and nodal generalized perturbation
theory (GPT).

Recent studies at Electricité de France (EdF-Clamart) have produced good
results for power peaking minimizations under multiple limiting control rod
configurations. However, since the reactivity shutdown margin is not explicitly treated
as an objective or constraint function, then any optimal loading patterns (LPs) are not
guaranteed to yield an adequate shutdown margin (SDM).

This study describes the implementation of the SDM calculation within a
FORMOSA-P optimization. Maintaining all additional computational requirements to
a minimum was a key consideration.
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1 Introduction

The FORMOSA-P code is a nuclear fuel management optimization package which, combines sim-

ulated annealing (SA) [1] and nodal generalized perturbation theory (GPT) [2]. Recent studies

at Electricité de France (EdF-Clamart) have produced good results for power peaking minimiza-

tions under multiple limiting control rod configurations [3j. However, since the reactivity shutdown

margin is not explicitly treated as an objective or constraint function, then any optimal loading pat-

terns (LPs) are not guaranteed to yield an adequate shutdown margin (SDM). This study describes

the implementation of the SDM calculation within a FORMOSA-P optimization. Maintaining all

additional computational requirements to a minimum was a key consideration.

2 Shutdown Margin

The SDM is primarily a function of the power defect (PD) and of the reactivity worth of all control

rods fully inserted (ARI) minus that of the most reactive "stuck-rod" (SR). In addition, EdF

cores employ other empirically determined safety and operational (S&O) adjustments for the SDM

evaluation. Thus, for limiting conditions at hot zero power (HZP) and end-of-cyde (EOC), the

SDM should not violate a minimum specified negative reactivity limit (SDMltm). Namely,

SDM = / \&pPD, (pARI - max(p5*)) , A p 5 H < SDMlim (1)
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where N represents the total number of stuck-rod configurations analyzed, which due to a lack of

symmetry each requires a full-core calculation.

3 Implementation

Within the FORMOSA-P SA algorithm, the attributes of thousands of LPs are efficiently and

accurately evaluated by the nodal GPT model [4]. Nonetheless, if in addition to the all-rods-out

condition, multiple rodded power peaking limits (~ 7) are enforced along with several stuck-rod

SDM configurations (~ 11), then the large computational demands of a full-core geometry opti-

mization can test the limits of most modern engineering workstations and thus become impractical.

A more tractable approach has been developed by which only the SDM calculations are per-

formed in full-core geometry while all other calculations and the optimization itself can assume

eighth, quarter, or half-core symmetry. As in the technique applied to evaluate rodded con-

straints [3], linear superposition of single-assembly perturbations relative to each stuck-rod reference

LP (i.e., multiple references) are employed to calculate the SDM. Figure 1 illustrates the modular

implementation of the full-core SDM calculation relative to a standard quarter-core FORMOSA-P

execution.

4 Results and Conclusions

One important observation is that the developed modules for SDM represent a first-order accurate

technique for which the additional storage requirement -relative to the original code- is negligible.

In fact, for the type of calculation targeted at EdF, employing a higher-order GPT technique

to calculate the SDM could require at least an additional ~ 100 megabytes of memory storage.

Nevertheless, in terms of accuracy, the results are encouraging because the SDM calculations are

sought only at EOC, where "burnup healing" effects greatly improve the accuracy of a first-order

perturbation technique. After examining the maximum and average first and second-order errors

in keff versus burnup for several thousand representative LPs generated by FORMOSA-P, it was

noted that the first-order errors at EOC are comparable in magnitude to second-order errors at



beginning of cycle.

An all-rods-out (ARO) power peaking minimization was performed with data from an EdF

PWR (CRUAS 308). In this test, no rodded peaking constraints were imposed but five stuck-rod

SDM constraints were considered. The additional overhead CPU time required to perform ~ 360

SDM single-assembly perturbations was about 4 CPU hours on a DEC 3000/300X workstation,

relative to the total execution time of about 17 CPU hours to evaluate 11,256 histories (LPs) over

4 SA cooling cycles. The SDM single-assembly perturbations (7 burnnp step depletions) constitute

~ 360 x (7 + 5) « 4,320 full-core two-dimensional state-points (~ 3.3 sec. per forward calculation).

Thus, hypothetically, if the outlined perturbation strategy was replaced by forward calculations,

then the number of state-points required for the same optimization would be ~ 11,256 X (7 •+- 5) as

135,072, requiring ~ 124 CPU hours on the same computer.

As shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), an overall shutdown margin improvement of ~ 300 pcm

was achieved while the relative power peak was reduced to ~ 1.42. The maximum and average

first-order reactivity errors were ~ 50 pcm and ~ 20 pcm, respectively.
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Normal execution of FORMOS A-P:
- input processing
- Calculate the allowed set of
single-assembly perturbations

Selection of a
single-assembly
perturbation Sj

Shutdown Margin computation.
The corresponding reference full core is depleted to

calculate the reference Keff at Hot Zero Power and for
each stuck-rod configuration: Kref(HZP) and Kref(SR /).

Each single perturbation
implies four symétrie single

perturbations in the
corresponding full core.

Normal Execution of
FORMOSA:

- compute first order
reactivity, flux and

NEM coupling
correction change

cases.

The full core is depleted until the EOC

c The core is put at HZP.

c ±
Reactivity of each stuck-rod
configuration is calculated

Storage of
Keff(HZP,Sj)-Kref(HZP)

-dK(HZP,Sj)

Storage of
Keff(SRi,Sj)-Kref(SRi)

=dK(SRi,Sj)

Simulated Annealing and GPT are used to sample loading
patterns. Each trial of loading pattern is a combination

Qlp =(Sj) of the single-assembly perturbations.

In the normal execution of FORMOSA an
Objective Function (Fobj) is evaluated according
to the optimisation required ( Power Peaking for

example)

The Keff values required by the SDM
calculation are obtained via linear
superposition of singie-assembly
perturbations :

- Kip (HZP)= Kref (HZP) + ZdK(HZP,Sj)

- Kip (SRi)= Kref (SRi) + IdK(SRi,Sj)

for Sj e Qlp.

the program tries another Lp
or ends the process

The Shutdown Margin is included in the
objective function as a Penalty Constraint

Normal FORMOSA
execution

Fig.l: Modular implementation of the SDM calculation Shutdown Margin
Computation
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